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of leeks, erected by the miner settlers at the Boverton Co-
operative Farm; he asked if some of them could be sent to
London, because he likes them. He visited some of the cottages
and spoke to the inhabitants. All the roads along which the
King passed in the Rhondda Valley were lined with cheering
crowds and schoolchildren. At Dowlais a large crowd watched
the King alight from his car at the top of the hill by the now
silent steel-works. As he passed into the yard a crowd of men
standing on a mound of debris started to sing a Welsh hymn.
The King was told that at one time 9,000 men were employed
here, but in modern conditions the plant was obsolete and has
had to be closed down. He asked a number of questions, then,
looking round at the people standing in groups overlooking the
desolate works, he said, "These people were brought here by
these works. Some kind of employment must be found for
them."
M. salengro commits suicide
M. Roger Salengro, who has been so brutally abused of late
in the French Press, has committed suicide by gas poisoning.
When the news was known the offices of the Gringoire and
other newspapers concerned in the campaign were guarded by
the police. The Gringoire normally appears on Wednesday, but
the printers refused to print it, and the newspaper carriers
announced that they would not distribute it.
recognition of franco
It is announced both in Berlin and Rome that the German
and Italian Governments have fully recognised the Spanish
Government of General Franco. They have recalled their
diplomatic missions from Alicante and Madrid and they will
accredit Charges ds Affaires to General Franco for the opening
of diplomatic relations. Both announcements are in identical
terms. It is generally believed that Italy is joining the German-
Japanese agreement.
Thursday 19	the king in wales
The King on returning to London after his visit to South
Wales sent a telegram to the Lords Lieutenant of Glamorgan
and Monmouthshire, thanking them for the arrangements made
for his visit, and hoping that soon some revival of industrial
activity may bring back to them the prosperity which is their
due. In the meantime, he concluded, "I would urge them not
to lose heart and to rest assured that their troubles are not
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